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EDITORIAL NOTE 

Lexkhoj Publication is committed to bring the highest quality research to the widest possible 

audience through an unparalleled commitment to quality and reliability.  It is established with 

the objective of promoting academic research and fostering debate on contemporary legal 

issues all across the world. Lexkhoj Publications collectively bring together leading scholars 

in the field to cover a broad range of perspectives on all the key issues in national and 

international law. 

Lexkhoj is delighted to announce the Issue of the Lexkhoj Research Journal of Law and 

Socio-Economic Issues whichis an international journal, publishing critical approaches to 

socio-legal study and multi-disciplinary analysis of issues related to law and socio-economic. 

The journal will strive to combine academic excellence with professional relevance and a 

practical focus by publishing wide varieties of research papers, insightful reviews, essays and 

articles by students, established scholars and professionals as well as by both domestic and 

international authors.Authors should confirm that the manuscript has not been, and will not 

be, submitted elsewhere at the same time.  

The Journal provides a forum for in-depth analysis of problems of legal, social, economic, 

cultural and environmental transformation taking place in the country and word-wide. It 

welcomes articles with rigorous reasoning, supported by proper documentation. The Journal 

would particularly encourage inter-disciplinary articles that are accessible to a wider group of 

Social activist, economist, Researcher, policy makers, Professionals and students.  

This quarterly issue of the journal would like to encourage and welcome more and more 

writers to get their work published. The papers will be selected by our editorial board that 

would rely upon the vibrant skills and knowledge immersed in the paper.  

Needless to say, any papers that you wish to submit, either individually or collaboratively, 

are much appreciated and will make a substantial contribution to the early development and 

success of the journal. Best wishes and thank you in advance for your contribution to the 

Lexkhoj Research Journal of Law and Socio-Economic Issues. 
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ABSTRACT 

It was very difficult to choose a single appropriate methodology for my paper. To understand 

the concept of „Money Laundering‟ one has to know the meaning of the term to trace its 

origin and its gradual developments from the onset to the very recent. At the end one needs to 

make concrete suggestion basing upon the evaluation. The tools of research adopted were of 

doctrinal.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

These include text books, commentaries, articles, periodicals and internet (websites). The 

principal objective of this paper is to provide a concise account of the phenomenon of money 

laundering, its various dimensions, how it is committed and the efforts being made to combat 

this menace. Money laundering uses new methods, which make full use of new technologies. 

The paper describes how the laundering of criminal proceeds through the abuse of banking 

channels takes place and the potential for abuse presented by the development of “Smart 

cards” and cyber wallets. 

This paper starts with an introduction to the concept of money laundering. Various 

definitions of money laundering along with a brief history of its genesis is discussed. Crimes 

and crime groups as sources of dirty money have been described next. A few important 

process of money laundering and the trends have been analyzed. 

The paper concludes the gaps in the various preventive and control measures calling for 

specific action by all concerned in certain areas for improving the performance on anti-

money laundering front. The main theme to counter money laundering as emerged is the 

imperative of willingness to whole heartedly execute the anti-money laundering laws and the 

co-operation of enforcement agencies amongst themselves on both domestic and 

international front.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

Money Laundering is the act of hiding the source and / or destination of illegally obtained 

funds. Money Laundering is usually performed so that the profits of Criminal activity(s) ––– 

include inter alia organised crime, such as drug trafficking, prostitution, sale of illegal arms, 

smuggling, and so on which can generate huge sums; embezzlement, insider trading, bribery 

and computer fraud schemes ––– will appear to have originated from a Legitimate 

transaction. The huge profit earned by such acts becomes an incentive to Legitimise the 

illegitimate profits / gains through money laundering without attracting attention of the 

authorities to the underlying activity or the persons involved. 
1
 

According to the Black‟s Law Dictionary, money Laundering is a term used to describe 

investment or other transfer of money flowing from the racketeering, drug transactions and 

other illegal source into Legitimate channels so that its original source cannot be traced.
2
 This 

process is of critical importance, as it enables the criminal to enjoy these profits without 

jeopardizing their source. 

The Indian Parliament passed the Prevention of Money Laundering Bill, 1999
3
 to deal with 

this problem. This bill helps in understanding the nature and procedure of practice of money 

laundering. It also deals with the development of anti-money laundering legislations in the 

world as well as in India, particularly, the effects of money laundering practices on the 

economy and the society and finally seeks to critically examine the legislation in India. 

Under the Australia‟s proceeds of Crime Act, 1987 in Section 81(3) money laundering is 

defined as,  

A person shall be taken to engage in money laundering if and only if. 

(a) The person engages, directly or indirectly, in a transaction that involve money other 

property, that is proceeds of crime; or 

(b) The person receives, processes, concepts disposes of or brings into Australia any 

money or other property, that is proceeds of crime; and the person knows, or ought 

reasonably to know, that the money or other property is derived or realized directly or 

indirectly, from some form of unlawful activity. 

                                                           
1  White Collar Crime FYI – Information on money laundering. 
2  884 (6

th
 ed, West Publishing Co., 1990. 

3  Bill No. 72 of 1999 
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Australia‟s National Crime Authority (NCA) in its report taken to the cleaners : Money 

Laundering in Australia
4
  provides an exhaustive definition of money laundering as given 

below : 

 The conversion or transfer of property, knowing that such property is derived from any 

serious (indictable) state or commonwealth offense or offenses, or from an act of 

participation in such offense of offenses, for the purpose of concealing or disguising the 

illicit origin of the property or of assisting any person who is involved in the commission 

of such an offense or offenses to evade the legal consequences of his actions ; or  

 The concealment or disguise of the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement, 

rights with respect to, or ownership of property, knowing that such property is derived 

from a serious (indictable) state or commonwealth offense or offenses or from an act of 

participation in such an offense or offenses. 

Accordingly to FATF
5
 money laundering is the conversion or transfer of criminal proceeds in 

order to disguise their illegal origin. US – Department of Treasury & Department of Justice, 

1999. The National Money Laundering Strategy for 1999 : 18 ––– 

 Money Laundering is criminal finance. When criminals or criminal organisations seek 

to disguise the illicit nature of their proceeds by introducing them into the steam of 

Legitionate. Commerce and finance, they are Laundering money.  

The common image of money laundering involves the washing of drug money off the streets 

of our cities through transactions that turn it into bank deposits and other apparently lawful 

assets. But money laundering these days can just be easily involve the large-scale movement 

of criminal funds into or through United States and various other countries round the globe or 

foreign financial institutions at the touch of a computer button. Money can be laundered 

through a wide variety of enterprises, from banks and money transmitter to stock brokerage 

houses and casinos. While estimating the flows of illegal money around the world is a highly 

uncertain business, it is safe to say that hundreds of billions of dollars a year are laundered 

globally. 

                                                           
4  (1991 : 10)  
5  (1990 : 12) 
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In common parlance, money laundering is thus the process by which one conceals the 

existence, illegal source, or illegal application of income, and then disguises that income to 

make it appear legitimate, or a process of taking the proceeds of criminal activity and making 

these appear legal; or an act of converting funds derived from illegal activities into spendable 

form.
6
 

Unfolding of Anti-Money Laundering Legislations :  

 Money Laundering was for the first time used in a judicial or legal context in the case 

of US $ 4,255,625. 39, 551 F Supp 314 (1984) and it got its popularity in the 1970s during 

the Watergate Enquiry  and concept of „Money Laundering‟ was styled by Law enforcement 

officials of United States. As a result in 1986, the US became the first or prioneer country to 

recognise „money laundering‟ as a crime by enacting Money Laundering Control Act, 1986. 

 First and most significant international initiatives to combat money laundering was 

the formatives of Financial Action Task Force (FATF) in 1989 by the G7 Heads of State and 

Government in the Paris Economic Summit of June 1989 as an inter-government body 

consisting of 16 member nations for the development and promotion of policies to combat 

money laundering. 
7 

 In 1990 The FATF‟40 Recommendations on Money Laundering were issued and 

which suggested,  advice or recommended of improving national Legal Systems, heighten the 

role of financial systems in reporting and monitoring suspicious activity and improving 

international cooperation. 
8 

 The European Economic Council issued a directive in the style of 91/308/EEC of 10 

June 1991 on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of Money 

Laundering. But it came into effect on January 1, 1993, conformable to which many 

European nations coined anti-money laundering legislations such as the UK Money 

Laundering Regulation 1993.  

The United Nations General Assembly in February 1990 accepted the Political Declaration 

and Global Programme of Action, affix to the Resolution S–17/2 at its 17
th

 Special session. 

 

                                                           
6  (Richards, 1998 : 43 – 44) 
7  Joseph Norton, & George Walker, Banks : Fraud & Crime 33 (2

nd
 ed. LL P 2000) 

8  91 [2000] J.I.B.L., April 
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Why does Criminals need to launder? 

The basic purpose of any underlying criminal activity concerning money laundering is to 

eliminate the risks of seizure and forfeiture so that the ultimate goal of enjoying the profits 

could be realized. Obviously, „hiding dirty‟ money is not the same as „Laundering‟ it. Even if 

a criminal hides his/her dirty money, he/she cannot spend it until it is laundered.
9
  

Money Laundering is thus a survival and sustenance issue for any crime group. Successful 

money laundering enables criminals to :  

 Remove or distance themselves from criminal activity thereby making their prosecutions 

more difficult ; 

 Distance profits from the criminal activity to prevent them from being confiscated if they 

are caught ; 

 Enjoy the benefit of the profits without bringing attention to themselves ; 

 Reinvest the profits in future criminal activity or in Legitimate business.
10

  

Law enforcer‟s objective in fighting money laundering on the other hand is, to wipe out the 

basic incentive of profit from crime, thus using anti-money laundering measures to cleanse 

the society from the crimes. In addition from the deleterious effects of money laundering 

itself. The consequences of money laundering are bad for business, development, government 

and the rule of Law 
11

. 

 In June 1998, subsequently the United Nations General Assembly by the Special 

Session adopted a Political Declaration and asked the member state to adopt or design anti-

money laundering programme and legislation in their respective states. 

 Following the same course of action the Government of India designed the Prevention 

of Money Laundering Bill, 1998, but is lapsed due to the dissolution of Lok Sabha although 

Rajya Sabha passed the bill. Again the prevention of Money Laundering Bill, 1999 was 

tabled in the Rajya Sabha in 1999 and was sanctioned on 25.06. 2002. And Luckly this time 

the Lok Sabha on 28.11.2002 passed it as well. 

                                                           
9  (Richards, 1998 : 44) 
10  (McDonell, 1998 : 92) 
11  (UNDCP, 2001) 
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The Modus Operandi  

The procedure of Laundering the proceeds of fiscal crime can be broadly divided into three 

stages ; 

 The first stage is called „placement‟. This is the act of moving the ill-gotten funds into a 

financial institution. The institution may be anything from a brokerage house or bank to a 

casino or insurance company. Placement can take place via cash deposits, wire transfer, 

cheques, money order or other methods. This represents the most dangerous step for the 

criminal, as the government is always looking to account for such large deposits. But 

most of the times „placement‟ is done by splitting up large amounts of cash into less 

obvious smaller sums that are then deposited directly into a bank account, or by 

purchasing a series of monetary instruments that are then collected and deposited into 

accounts at another location funds are usually splitted relatively close to the under-lying 

activity in the country where the funds originate. 

 The second stage begins after the „Placement‟ is successful done. This stage is called the 

„Layering‟. This is a series of complex financial transactions meant to throw anyone who 

comes looking off the trail of the money. The removal of funds from one institution will 

coincide with the addition of funds to another, but if one step goes unnoticed, tracing the 

origin of the money becomes difficult. In some instances, the Launderer might disguise 

the transfer as payments for goals or services, thus giving them a Legitimate appearance 

the Launderer might choose any location that provides an adequate financial 

infrastructure. The most common method of layering is to wire transfer funds through 

offshore-banking havens such as Panama,  Cayman Islands, Bahamas and increasingly, 

Pakistan and Chile. Once out of the country of origin and into the countries with strong 

bank-secrecy laws, the fund‟s origins become even more difficult to trace. To add to the 

complexity, funds can be routed through shell corporations, or using counter balancing 

loan schemes. The sheer volume of wire transfers adds to the problem of tracing the 

origins
12

 

The key to a successful layering operation is to ensure that the Layering transactions cross 

several national border either physically or electronically, or through corporate structures 

involving entities in a number of different countries. The Layering usually involves at least 

                                                           
12  White Collar Crime FYI – Information on money laundering 
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two, if not three, jurisdictions
13

 In Layering, the funds are moved constantly to elude 

detection, each time hoping to exploit loopholes or discrepancies in Legislation, and delays in 

judicial or police co-operation
14

 

  The third / final stage step in the process in „integration‟, also called „cleaning‟ the 

money. In integration, the illegal funds are accounted for by adjusting a Legitimate 

transaction. For instance, ordinary goods may be sold for a particular price, but the 

invoice will value them much higher. Then, the money obtained from the sale of these 

goods is deposited into the account with the dirty money. The false invoice would then 

account for both the Legitimate profits and the illegal funds. 
15

Launderers might choose 

to invest laundered funds in still other locations if they were generated in unstable 

economics or locations offering limited investment opportunities, cleaning the money 

may be done by investing the funds into Real estate, Luxary assets, or Business ventures. 

Three-Fold categorization of unclean money : 

 Hot money allude to financial motion that have been incited by hostile changes in 

economic, political and social conditions so that financial issues associated with money 

laundering may be said to be almost entirely hot in nature. 

 Hot money may be dirty money, decended/ issued from criminal activity or grey money, 

joined and connected with illegal activity, or it may be unconnected with criminal or 

illegal activity. 

 Grey money is legal money which at a later time becomes corrupted by means of illegal 

activity such as shuffling excuse of tax or exchange controls. There is confussion in this 

concept as what is illegal in one state may not be so in another. 

Example of a high profile money laundering operations : 

 Two California men were convicted in 2002 of money laundering when their tax 

evasion ring was broken. The owners of Anderson‟s Ark were using offshore trusts to 

Launder millions of dollars for U.S. citizens to help them avoid paying taxes. 
16

 

 
                                                           
13  (Richards, 1998 : 49) 
14  (UNDCP, 1997 : 138) 
15  (Richards, 1998 : 49) 
16  http://www.whitecollarcrimefyi.com/money_laundering.html 
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Principal Trans-national Criminal Organization (TCOs) involved in Money Laundeing  

The principal traditional groups of TCOs operating in different regions of the globe for whom 

„purifying‟ the profits using money laundering tools is most essential for their survival and 

sustenance. 

Italian Criminal Enterprise : 

Italian organised crime is commonly thought of as the Mafia. But the Mafia is only one of 

four distinct criminal groups operations from Italy. The other three are the Camorra, the 

„Ndrangheta, and the Sacra Corona Unita (Sacred Crown). These groups are organized on 

family / clan affiliations, and have existed for centuries through a system of power known as 

sistema del potere. 

In 1995, Comorra and the Mafia had an arrangement whereby the Comorra would bleach out 

US $ 1 bills and reprint them as US $ 100, then ship them to the Mafia for distribution in 29 

Eastern Block and FSU (Former Soviet Union) countries. In exchange the Russians paid the 

Comorra with property including a Russian Bank. and FSU arms, smuggled into Eastern 

Europe and Italy. 

In August 1997, Italian anti-Mafiya police seized approximately US $ 285 million is assets, 

which includes 200 buildings, 49 Land holdings, 26 companies, race horses, cars, stocks and 

bonds of the powerful Caserta clan of the Comorra. 

The Russian Mafiya : 

In size, resources, brutality and growth, the Russian Mafiya is becoming the world‟s 

dominant criminal organization. In Russia it is known as racketeers and in the US as ROC 

(Russian organized crime) or Red Fellas. The Russian Mafia consists of 100,000 members 

organized in about 300 structured groups. Of these following three are prominent : 

 The Brigade of the Sun‟ 

 The Odessa Mafia, and 

 The American Organized Crime Groups. 
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Worldwide, it is involved in narcotics trafficking, slavery and human smuggling, car theft, 

extortion, currency and arms smuggling (including sub-marines, nuclear arms), murder for 

hire, credit theft, forgery and fuel / gas frauds, insurance / business frauds, design and 

production of designer drugs, illegal exports of raw materials (as much as $ 40 billion per 

year excluding the business of Russia‟s most Lucrative export, diamonds) and of course 

money laundering.  

 

It is estimated that it control over 400 Russian banks allows it to launder and estimated $ 250 

billion per year of its own and others (mainly Italian Mafia‟s) international drug profits. 

Mafia control 85% of the voting stock of Russian corporations and 50% to 80% of all 

Russian banks. 

Japanese Yakuza : 

The Boryokudon, known as the Yakuza, has origin traced back to early 1600s when 

wandering gangs of eccentic Samurai, known as Kaubukimono terorized villages, defended 

by the machi yokko. In March 1992 the Japanese Government passed the Act for prevention 

of unlawful activities by yakuza or criminal gang members. But their criminal activities 

continue. The yakuza remain involved in every aspect of Japan‟s economy, both legistimate 

and illegitimate with emphasis on drug distribution, casinos, brothels, hard-core pornography, 

loan sharking and extortion focussing on large corporations and banks. 

They have floated satellite gangs too around the world with major bases in South Korea, 

Australia, Brazil and all major cities on the west coast of the US. Today $ 300 billion to $ 

600 billion in bad debts are owed to yakuza – affiliated real estate speculators and the banks 

are afraid to collect it. 

The Chinese Triads (Tongs) : 

The six great triads along with smaller satellite groups form the world‟s largest criminal 

association. They have over 100,000 members scattered all over the world. Five of these 

Triads are in Hong Kong and Taiwan and have formed an alliance with the Great Circle Triad 

of Shanghai. Of these the largest and most powerful is Hong Kong based „Son Yee On” 

Triad, involved in all aspects of criminal activity including extortion, heroin trafficking and 
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alien smuggling in Canada, Australia, Thailand and Central America. Two Triads, which are 

prominent in America are Sum Yee on and Wo Hop To. 

They control the eastern Asian heroin trade, with annual profits in excess of $ 200 billion. 

Smuggling weapons accounts for about $ 3 billion per year; and the “importation” of illegal 

aliens into North America and Europe brings in about & 3.5 billion per year. The smuggling 

in of illicit aliens give them double benefit; not only do the triads charge an much as $ 30,000 

to smuggle into the U.S.; that person is sold as slave to brokers, who assimilate his/ her into 

the various China–towns where he/ she works for years to pay off fee by manning the Triads‟ 

brothels, sweat shops, and drug businessess. Triads are also known as “tongs” in North 

America. Almost all the heroin flowing through China and Hong Kong is the „business of the 

Triads and originates in the jungles of the “Golden Triangle” of Thailand, Myanmar and 

Laos. Martin Booth in his book “The Triads” points out the Chinese Triads and its operations. 

Colombian Drug Cartels : 

Most important among the drug barons are the Colombian drug Cartels, who are powerful 

players in the drug trade not only in the North and South America but also in Europe. 

The Medellin Cartel : 

Prior to its Collapse in the late 1980s; the drug kingpins operating from Medelin, Colombia, 

Controlled the worlds cocaine trade. The main Kingpin controlling the operations till his 

death was Pablo Escobar Gavirai. The Medellin Cartel was Pablo Excobar Gaviria. The 

Medellin Cartel was at its peak during 1984 to 1987. It was responsible for the assassination 

of at least 15 Colombia judges and a number of US DEA informants. 

The documents seized in 1989 from Medellin drug Kingpin Jose Gacha showed that he had 

about $ 300 billion stashed away : about 140 million in various banks and about $ 150 

million actually buried in various locations in Colombia. 

The Cali Cartel : 

Gacha‟s death, combined with other incidents made way for the Cali Cartel to take place of 

the Medellin Cartel. The Cali Cartel is now responsible for 80% of the world‟s cocaine 

supply over 600 metric tons per year. They have effective control of the Peru-Bolivia-

Colombia cocaine production and distribution trade. The Cali uses deception and guile 

whereas the Medellin Cartel relied primarily on violence and corruption. 
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Cali Cartel Kingpins profits were more than US $ 8 billion for 1995 alone. If the Cali Cartel 

were a Corporate, it would rank number one in gross profits, beating out Exxon ($  7 billion), 

General Electric ($ 6.3 billion), and IBM ($ 5.4 billion). To put it in perspective in 1997, 

Coca Cola‟s total sales were approximately 8 billion (with profits of $ 120 million), General 

motors and Wat Mart‟s combined profits were just less than 8 billion. 

Cartel de le Corta : 

Following the arrests of main bosses of the Medellin and Cali Cartel, the Cartel de le Carta 

emerged as the new and prominent Colombia based drug trafficking organization. It 

distributes cocaine in Europe as well as in the US. 

Mexico’s Mexican Federation : 

There are four major groups from Mexico under the umbrella of the Mexican Federation viz : 

 Gulf Cartel 

 Juarez Cartel 

 Sonarh Cartel 

 Tijuana Cartel 

They control the majority of the heroin, cocaine, and marijuana production, smuggling and 

distribution in Mexico and Western US controlling different geographical areas along the 

Mexico – US border. The Mexican Federation Launders over $ 7 billion annually, equivalent 

to about 2.5 % of the Mexican economy‟s value. 

Amezque Organization : 

Amezque organization is the fifth group mainly controlling the Mexican methamphetamine 

trade. 

Panama’s Manual Noriego : 

Noriego, Panama‟s dictator until 1998 “earned” millions between 1982 to 1988 through his 

drug smuggling and money laundering activities. 

There are other criminal organization which are working in different regions of the world. 

They are smaller yet more organized and have specific criminal specialties. They work with 
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and for principal TCOs like a franchisee entity. Important among them are Nigerian criminal 

organizations that are drug smuggling specialists. 

India’s Underworld : 

Indian Mofiosa principally operates in India‟s metro-cities and also in its various states 

capital cities. The two important notorious gangs comprising Indian Mafiosa are the Dawood 

gang and the Rajan gang also known as “D” gang and “R” gang respectively. 

“D” gangs ranks its commerce of “contract killing” and its other nefarious activities like drug 

trafficking, extortion and protection racket mainly in the states of Maharastr and Gujrat but 

has its operational presence in other parts of India as well. It has got its bases outside India in 

Kathmandu (Nepal), Karachi (Pakistan), Dubai, London and Beharain. It is said that Dawood 

gang has got operational networking not only with smugglers, drug traffickers but also with 

the rogue elements in politics, business and bureaweracy. Presently its head quarter is 

Karachi (Pakistan). 

The “R” gang‟s Chief is Rajan. He initially was a close associate of Dawood. He split up 

after 1993 Mumbai riots and floated his own gang. Other than Mumbai in India, “R” gang has 

bases in Malaysia, Hong kong, Nepal and Singapore. 

There is a little distinction in the operation of terrorist organisations and that of TCOs. Both 

use money laundering machinery too for their operations. Both the terrorist organisations and 

TCOs extensively use money laundering for their survival and well being. In the absence of 

full “sponsorship” from specific nations, terrorist organisations seek alternative. Source of 

financial support through drug trafficking, arms running, kidnapping, extortion, and other 

illegal activities. Consequently there are not much distinction between terrorists pursuing 

economic objectives and the TCOs pursuing economic objectives. They are increasingly 

forming strategic alliances to further their goals. 

 Professional Money Laundering Services : 

The experts noted the apparent increasing trend for professional services providers ––– 

accountants, Solicitors, company formation agents, and other similar professions ––– to be 

associated with more complex Laundering operations. These professionals set up and often 

run the Legal entities that lend the high degree of sophistication and additional layers of 

respectability to such money laundering schemes. Operating not only in certain offshore, 
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locations where they are protected behind a wall of strict confidentiality, these professionals 

sometimes also provide similar services within FATF member countries themselves. 

Currently, only a few FATF members impose an obligation on professional services 

providers to report suspicious transactions. Those members that do have this requirement are 

not always satisfied with the amount of reporting that takes place from this sector, although 

the quality of individual report in some case appears to justify the need for such reporting. 

Large Denomination currency notes in Money Laundering : 

A number of FATF member countries have observed that large denomination notes tend to be 

used to hoard the money related to tax evasion or avoidance and in criminal activity. US 

cases illustrated how the bulk of small denomination currency and the difficulties involved in 

transporting it are still the primary obstacle for money launder. As a further example of 

criminals preferring large denominations notes, Germany stated that kidnappers routinely 

demand that ransom money be provided in DEM, 1,000 notes. In Canada, the CAD 1,000 bill 

was originally introduced to facilitate bank-to-bank transfers. This licit use has become 

outmoded with the ability of banks to transfer funds more rapidly and safely by electronic 

means. Criminal money movements with these bank notes now show up almost exclusively 

as related to casino winnings. A case was cited in which CAD 70 million (nearly USD 45.7 

million) in CAD 1,000 bills were alleged to have been transmitted to safely deposit boxes of 

a bank in central Europe. 

Primary Sources of Criminal money in APG Region : 

The primary sources of criminal proceeds in the Asia/Pasific Group (APG) region were 

identified as trafficking in human beings and illicit drugs, gambling and the activities of 

organised crime group. Some other identified sources include kidnapping, arms smuggling, 

hijacking, extortion, public corruption, terrorism and tax evasion. It was noted that the 

perpetrators of the predicate offences commonly launder their own proceeds. 

Terrorists’ operations ––– a Link with Money Laundering : 

In October 1997, the US government designated 30 foreign organisations as foreign terrorists 

organizations. In June 1998, US federal authorities seized USD 1.4 million in cash and 

property held by individuals and an organisation whose funds were reportedly part of a 

scheme to support Middle Eastern terrorism. The funds were transferred by wire from Europe 

and the Middle East to financial institutions in the United States and, through various means, 
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were then used to facilitate recruitment, training, and operations of the terrorist group Hamas. 

This case marks the first time that civil asset for feiture Laws were used in the United States 

to seize assets suspected of being involved in money Laundering violations related to foreign 

terrorism. These terrorist operations included a conspiracy to commit extortion, kidnapping, 

and murder against the citizens and government of Israel. 

Techniques and Tools used by Launders  

Laundering scheme may be of infinite variety and are limited only by the creative 

imagination and expertise of the entrepreneurs who devise them
17

. The suitability of the 

Laundering technique is influenced by the aims of the criminal and the circumstances 

concerning the crime. 

Smurfing / Structuring : 

  Many countries often reporting requirements for large-scale cash transactions 

with the ceiling normally at $ 10,000 during 2005. Normally for every above ceiling cash 

transaction, financial institution needs to send a suspicious transaction report, if the 

transaction does not meet the customer‟s business circumstances. 

Structuring/ Smurfing is the technique used to avoid the reporting requirements of the Black 

Secracy Act of US (BSA) by dividing large deposits of cash into multiple smaller 

transactions of less than $ 10,000 each
18

. The crime groups use large number of individuals, 

each responsible for certain quantity of cash. After making a deposit, the Smurf purchases a 

bearer monetary instrument drawn at other banks, which are then deposited in the criminals 

account. Smurfing is labor intensive, expensive and time consuming but still used for its 

enables the disbursement of large amounts of bulk cash
19

. 

Smuggling and use of cash couriers : 

  Smuggling gets the cash out of the country, with strict bank-reporting laws, 

and into the countries with strict bank-secracy laws. Thereafter the proceeds can be layered 

and repatriated or smuggled back in the form of non-cash financial form on non-financial 

                                                           
17  (Chaikin, 1992 : 263) 
18  (Richards, 1998 : 52 
19  (UNDCP, 1997 : 138) 
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instruments
20

. Smuggling through physical transportation method is popular with launder, as 

it leaves no paper trail
21

. 

Use of Front Companies : 

  Front companies are used to place and layer illicit proceeds. Any cash rich 

business can be an effective Front company. Jewellary stores, restaurants, hotels/ motels, 

bars/pubs, night clubs, parking lots, travel firms, import / export companies, insurance firms 

can be good fronts 
22

. The business of front company is used to commingle illicit money with 

legitionate cash derived by front business activities, thus layering and integrating illicit 

proceeds.  

  Some of the front business (e.g. liquor stores, restaurants, race tracks) are 

inherently large cash volume business and may therefore get exemption from Currency 

Transaction Reporting (CTR) requirements by banks. Consequently criminals use them to 

launder money. 

 Import/ export firms can make use of the following options to Launder funds. 

 (a) Under-valuation and overvaluation of goods 

 (b) Double invoicing 

   (c) Financing exports 

 

 The scheme of financing exports works effectively as it is masked under the 

legitimate business transactions
23

. 

Use of Shell and Nominee Corporations : 

  Shell/nominee corporations are corporate structures that provide for 

anonymous corporate ownership through various combinations of nominee directors and 

ownership of stock by bearer shares
24

. They do not have any commercial or manufacturing 
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business. They are generally incorporated in offshore centers to ensure anonymity to conceal 

the true ownership of accounts and assets owned by the criminal organization. 

  They are used as a major tool to layer funds. For example during 1980s, as 

much as 20% of all real estate in the Miami area (US) was owned by entities incorporated in 

the Netherlands Antilles. In one case the property was traced through three levels of 

Netherlands Antilles Shell corporations, with the „true‟ owner being a corporation with bearer 

shares. These offshore coporations were in turn owned/ controlled by various drug 

traffickers
25

. 

  During mid 1990s, there were over 120,000 and 23, 500 such shell 

corporations registered in British virgin Islands and Caymans Islands respectively. The 

creation and use of Shell corporation is itself a profitable business. In Grenada, the 

government collects $ 5000 fee to register an “off the shelf” corporation. The local lawyers 

and Accountants then resell these to foreign clientele –– no questions asked –– for an average 

of $ 30,000
26

. 

Private Investments and Counterbalancing Loan Schemes : 

  Parking illicit funds in an offshore account or funneling them through a front 

or shell company is a temporary measure, until such time the criminal repatriates those funds. 

 Repatriation can be done through loan back method using value of the account as 

collateral. Ironically, Launderers often gain tax advantage too for their apparently Legal 

operations, using the interest expense from the loans as tax deductions. 

  Counter balancing loans were commonly used by the related companies and 

banks controlled by the Bank of Commerce and Credit International (BCCI) in its 18 year 

money laundering run
27

. 

Banks and other Financial Institutions : 

  Financial institutions (banks, finance companies, building societies and credit 

unions etc) have following features making them attractive to Launderers
28

.  
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 A wide range of services and access to wider financial systems 

 International large volume cash dealings from a wide variety of sources. 

 A sensibility through their branch networks ; 

 The perception of a duty of confidentiality to the clients. 

Launderers often as component parts of wider money laundering schemes utilize the facilities 

provided by these institutions. Money Launderers use the facilities in a number of ways, –––– 

 Operating accounts in false names or in the names of associates, friends, trusts or 

companies on behalf of undisclosed principles ; 

 using wire transfers; 

 Purchasing bank cheques in order to layer the transactions or to move funds out of the 

country; 

 Taking loans, later repaid with proceeds of crime or using illegal money / assets as 

collaterals for the loan. 

Non-Bank Money Dealers / Institutions : 

  These institutions (money changers, remittance houses, non-banking financial 

institutions, Postal service etc) additionally deal in money are not obliged to abide by normal 

banking rules. Criminals exploit such loopholes to convert cash into other currencies, money 

orders and traveler‟s cheques. They encash the bearer cheques too that smurfs had purchased 

from the banks. Gold, gems and other precious metals are considered highly liquied assets 

and can also be purchased through dealers and later easily converted into cash
29

.  

Insurance Industry : 

  Life and general insurance policies are purchased with crime proceeds and 

thereafter cashed in early, Redemption is made through a cheque issued by the insurance 

company. The cheque appears to provide a legitimate source. The penalty payment for early 

redemption is accepted as a laundering cost. 
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  As an investment, life would make a larger maturity payment to the offenders. 

The funds come from a non-taxable and apparently Legitimate source. Launderers can use 

policies as collateral too for Loans
30

.  

Derivatives Markets : 

  The primary opportunity for Laundering is in the complex derivatives market. 

Derivative are securities that derive their value from another conderlying financial instrument 

or asset; they have no intrinsic value of their own. There are three primary types of derivative 

contracts : forward contracts, future and options. All of these instruments, in simple terms, 

are contracts sold as a hedge against the future risk of fluctuations in commodity prices, time 

differentials, interest rates, tax rates, foreign exchange rates; etc. Because of the Flexible 

nature of these products, the derivatives market is particularly attractive to operators willing 

to risk heavy losses. A high volume of activity on the market is essential to ensure the high 

degree of liquidity for which these markets are known. The way in which derivatives are 

traded and the number of operators in the market mean that there is the potential in the 

market mean that there is the potential obscuring of the connection between each new 

participant and the original trade, No single link in the series of transactions will likely to 

know the identity of the person beyond the one with whom he is directly dealing. 

Racing Industry : 

  Gambling in the racing industry is another method for Laundering funds 

where the following ways are used:- 

 Buying the winning tickets at a premium and holding them to explain large sums of 

money or cashing them in return for a cheque. 

 Falsifying significant betting wins with registered book-markers. 

The main attractive feature is the anonymity of the punter, no identification is required
31

. 

Casinos : 

  Casinos are honey pots for criminals, a means to cheat, gamble and Launder 

Money. In casinos it is easy to gamble illicit earnings in relative annoymity. In a casino 
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typically customers deposit small denomination bills and are paid out out in $ 100 bills or 

cheques. Large cash sums are converted into casino cheques, which are subsequently en-

cashed. The pattern of casino transaction –– small bills in, large bills out provides an ideal 

cover for refining volume of street money
32

.  

Travel Agencies : 

  Launderers purchase expensive round trip airline tickets and return them for a 

cash refund upon completion of a portion of the journey. Travel agencies as front are also 

utilized for their capacity of wire transferring the funds. 

Opportunities Lending and Acquisition of companies on the verge of Bankruptcy ; 

  If there are light restrictions on Lending, companies in difficulties may have to 

turn to loan sharks for sources for credit. The money Launderers may then work as money 

Launders at higher than bank interest rates or may buy partial or total management control of 

the ailing business. The control is total Launderer will draw continuous benefit from the 

cover of a clean front company. 

  In 1987, UN estimated total money laundering in the range of $ 600 billion 

worldwide and concerning drug trafficking at $ 300 billion
33

. Others estimate that annually 

around $ 300 billion to $ 500 billion of “directly money is placed into world financial system, 

or roughly 2% of global GDP
34

. 

 In 1998 International monetary fund (IMF) gave the magnitude money laundering as ; 

 “While we cannot guarnatee the accuracy of our figures… the estimates of the present 

scale of money laundering transactions are almost beyond imaginations 2 % to 5 % of global 

GDP would probably be a consensus range”
35

 

  John Walker‟s (1998) crime – economic model estimates how the foreign 

laundered part of the total dirty money generated in each country is distributed amongst over 

– 200 other countries around the world. The quantity of money being attracted to each other 

country is mainly department upon following factors : 
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i) Foreign countries with a tolerant attitude towards money laundering; those with bank 

secrecy laws or uncooperative attitude towards the preventive of money laundering will 

attract a greater proportion of funds than more vigilant countries.  

ii) High levels of corruption and conflict will deter money laundering, because of the 

risks of losing the funds. 

iii) Countries with  high levels of GNP/Capita will be preferred since it would be easier to 

hide‟ the transactions, and  

iv) Other hands being equal, geographic distance, and Linguistic or cultural difference 

work as deterrents to launderers. 

  This model (Walker) suggests a global money laundering total as $ 2.85 

trillion per year heavily concentrated in Europe and North America. Money laundering is 

highly significant problem amounting to trillions of dollars a year. Part of these funds would 

be adding to an international stock of illicit cash and assets, thereby increasing the strength of 

TCOs. 

  In case of Australian economy, Walker estimates that if $ 1 million of 

laundered money is invested in dwelling properties, there would be net loss to the economy in 

terms of output, income and jobs, regardless of where the money would otherwise have been 

spent. Walker estimates the overall impact on Australian economy if laundering is between $ 

5 billion and $ 10 billion every year as follows : 

 “The economy would lose between $ 5.63 billion and $ 11.26 billion of output, 

between $ 3.05 billion and $ 6.09 billion of income, and between 125, 000 & 250,000 jobs. 

The accompanying fall between $ 0.74 billion and $ 1.48 billion of imports would be a little 

consolations”
36

.  

There are additional effects ( Walker, 1995 : 37) They are : 

 There is “bad money drive out good money” phenomenon. Infusion of additional 

laundered money may drive up the purchase prices of equivalent businesses and 
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properties to unsustainable levels so that other crime resourced  purchasers can only 

afford to buy. 

 As the illicit money principally may be engaged in non-productive consumption, the 

investments would be curtailed from productive channels of economic development. 

 If the launderer buys and operates a business the Legitimate competitors may finally be 

drive out through under cutting, intimidation and corruption. The distortions are created 

in consumption, investment and competition when illicit money enters the legitimate 

financial system, as this money behave differently to licit sector
37

.  

 The launderers corrupt public officials / institutions to achieve success in their business 

and other nefarious operations. 

 Finally economics of small nations may evantually become dependent upon illicit sectors 

only
38

. 

Influences of Money Laundering : 

Some of the many sufferings that International and National economy, society and financial 

institutions are facing due to money laundering activities are : 

 Unhealthy social framework, moral standards and the democratic inactment of the 

society. 

 Defilement effects on Legal financial dealings. 

 Wearing out, investor confidence. 

 Unexplainable variation in money demand. 

 Increased volatility of international capital flows and exchange rates due to unexpected 

cross asset transfer
39

. 

 Possibility of earning control of large sectors of economy through investments, coercion 

and bribes. 
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 Prudential risks to soundness / validity of the bank. 

 Dampening effect on the foreign direct investment when the state‟s financial and 

commercial sectors are perceived to be subject to the control and influence of organised 

crime. 

 Contaminating of the fame of the involved banking or other financial institution in the 

eyes of other financial intermedies, regulatory authority(s) and general customers. 

 Due to the involved link to the underlying criminal activity that generated it, money 

laundering in turn enables that criminal activity, flourish further, thereby becoming a 

cause as well as an effect. 

 Drawing of financial institutions into the criminal network by active complicity or turning 

a blind eye towards launderers. 

Effect on Business : 

The integrity of the banking and financial services marketplace depends heavily on the 

perception that it functions within a framework of high legal professional and ethical 

standards. A reputation for integrity is the one of the most valuable assets of a financial 

institution. 

If funds from criminal activity can be easily processed through a particular institutions either 

because its employees or directors have been bribed or because the institutions turns a blind 

eye to the criminal nature of such funds – the institution nature of such funds – the 

institutions could be drawn into active complicity with criminals and become part of the 

criminal network itself. Evidence of such complicity will have a damaging effect on the 

attitudes of other financial intermediaries and of regulartory authorities, as well as ordinary 

customers. 

As for the potential negative macroeconomics consequences of unchecked money laundering 

the International monetary fund has cited inexplicable changes in money demand, prudential 

risks to bank soundness, contamination effect on legal financial transactions and increased 

volatility of international capital flows and exchanges rates due to unanticipated cross border 

asset transfers. 
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Effect on Economic Development :Launderers are continuously looking for new ways for 

laundering their funds, Economicswith developing or growing financial centers, but 

inadequate controls are particularly vulnerable as established financial centre countries 

implement comprehensive anti-money laundering regimes. 

Differences between national anti-money laundering systems will be exploited by launderers, 

who tend to move their networks to countries and financial systems with weak or ineffective 

countermeasures. 

Some might argue that developing economics cannot afford to be too selective about the 

sources of capital they attract. But postponding action is dangerous. the more it is deferred, 

the more entrenched organised crime can become. 

As with the damaged integrity of an individual financial institution, there is a damping effect 

on foreign direct investment when a country‟s commercial and financial sectors are perceived 

to be subjected to the control and influence of organised crime. 

Relations with Society : 

The possible social and political costs of money laundering, if left unchecked or dealt with 

ineffectively, are serious. Organised crime can infiltrate financial institutions acquire control 

of large sectors of the economy through investment, or offer bribes to public officials and 

indeed governments. 

The economic and political influence of criminal organisations can weaken the social fabric, 

collective ethical standards and ultimately the democratic institutions of society. In countries 

transitioning to democratic systems, this criminal influence can undermine the transition. 

Most fundamentally, money laundering is inextricably linked to the underlying criminal 

activity that generated it. Laundering enables criminal activity to continue. 

Money Laundering activities can speedily undermine currency markets resulting into serious 

economic consequences. These consequences go to the heart of financial stability and hence 

the national security of a nation. Lasting damage can clearly be done, when the infrastructure 

that has been built up to guarantee the integrity of the markets is lost. 
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Although money laundering has its positive economic impacts, especially for tax havens like 

the Bahamas or the Cayman Islands, its overall impact is substantially negative. As the whole 

system revolves around criminal activities substantially negative. As the whole system 

revolves around criminal, the money Laundering phenomenon needs to be eliminated from 

social, political and moral viewpoints too. The overall economic damage caused by money 

laundering is thus substantial. The need to combat money laundering is therefore obvious and 

an analysis of various measures to effectively contain money laundering. 

Threats caused by Money Laundering : 

As the volume of goods, services and funds crossing our borders grows, government (s) must 

fight not only the crimes against ordinary citizens from which dirty money derives, but also 

the threats posed by the laundering of those funds – treats to trade, the integrity of financial 

institutions and ultimately the national security. 

Peter Quirk mentions following macroeconomic consequences of money laundering : 

i) Policy mistakes due to measurement errors in macroeconomic statistics from money 

laundering. 

ii) Volatility in exchange and interest rates due to unanticipated cross border transfer of 

funds. 

iii) Effects on tax collection and public expenditure allocation due to misreporting and 

underreporting of income. 

iv) Misallocations of resources due to distortions in relative asset and commodity prices, 

and  

v) Contamination effects on legal transactions due to the perceived possibility of being 

associated with crime
40

.  

Role of FATF : 

In response to mounting concern over money laundering, the Financial Action Task Force on 

Money Laundering (FATF) was established by the G–7 summit in Paris in 1989 to develop a 

co-ordinated international response. One of the first tasks of the FATF was to develop 
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Recommendations 40 in all, which set out the measures national governments should take to 

implement effective anti-money laundering programmes. 

Members of the FATF include 29 countries and jurisdiction ––– including the major financial 

centre countries of Europe, North and South America, and Asia ––– as well as the European 

Commission and the Gulf Co-operations council. 

The FATF works closely with other international bodies involved in combating money 

laundering. While its secretariat is housed by the OECD, the FATF complement each other, 

such as on bribery and corruption or the functioning of the international financial system, the 

secretariats consult with each other and exchange information. 

The FATF monitors members progress in implementing anti-money laundering measures, 

reviews and reports on laundering trends, techniques and counter measures, and promotes the 

adoption and implementation of FATF anti-money laundering standards globally. 

 Forty Recommendations by FATF : 

Drafted by the FATF in 1990 and revised in 1996, Forty Recommendations are a 

comprehensive blue print for action against money laundering. They cover the criminal 

justice system and law enforcement ; the financial system and its regulations ; and 

international co-operation. Each FATF member has made a firm political commitment to 

combat money laundering based on them. 

The Forty Recommendation have come to be recognised as the international standard for 

anti-money laundering programmes. A number of non– FATF Member countries have used 

them in developing their efforts to address the issue. 

 Gradation of the Problem : 

By its nature, money laundering occurs outside of the normal range of economic statistics. 

Nevertheless, as with other aspects of underground economic activity, rough estimates have 

been put forward to give some sense of scale to the problem. 

According to the International Monetary Fund the accumulated size of money laundering in 

the world could be somewhere between two and five percent of the world'‟ gross domestic 

product. And money laundering is the third largest profitable economic activity in the entire 

world. 
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Money Laundering in United States : 

United States was the first country to enact an anti-money laundering legislation, –––– 

Money Laundering control Act, 1986. Russian based Bank of New York Customers and 

employees were charged for the offense and conspiracy to conduct illegal money transmitting 

business and lawfully engaging in the business of receiving deposits. An alleged architect 

named Andrew Fastow of the complex financing that helped bankrupt Enron Corporation was 

charged with fraud and money laundering
41

. 

The then Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin described the 30 months under cover case, 

„Operation Casablanca‟ otherwise known as USA V. Navarro, et. al
42

  as the “Largest case in 

the history of US Law enforcement 
43

. In 1998 US prosecutors broke a vast drug-money 

laundering scheme with the help of a string operation carved out by the US customers agents, 

in which seven major Maxican and Vengezualum banks and over 150 individuals were 

charged for money laundering offenses. Further accounts were seized in more than 100 US 

and foreign banks leading to a seizure of more than $ 100 million. 

Parallel or Underground banking systems : 

  Wellknown systems, like the Colombian BMPE, the Chinese Underground 

Banking System (CUBS), and the South Asia – based Hawala/ Hundi system are used to 

Launder the money. Known as Fei qian in China, Hawala in India and Hundi in Pakistan. 

Due to its  almost certain usage by terrorist organizations such as Osama Bin Laden‟s Al 

Qaeda network this system has come to recent detections. Most  of the transactions takes 

place as an easy means of fund transfer. As there is no formal record keeping, the 

investigators has no option or trail to follow such activities. For cross border transaction 

money launders uses any banking systems as a result the question of records does not arise. 

Hawala system is widely used by the population in South Asia and Middle East.  

Private Banking and Money Laundering  

 Money laundering occurs when criminals attempt to disguise proceeds from criminal 

activities as legitimate funds. One way to launder money is to deposit the funds into U.S. 

banks or other financial institutions. Current estimates are that $ 500 billion to $ 1 trillion in 
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illegal funds from organized crime, narcotics trafficking and other criminal misconduct are 

laundered through banks world wide each year, with about half going through U. S. banks. 

 Detecting and shutting down money laundering operations in a high priority for U.S. 

Law enforcement. U.S. banks are required by law to help by refusing to accept illegal funds, 

reporting suspicious activity to law enforcement, and operating anti-money laundering 

programmes. 

 The issue gained prominence following the September 11the terrorist attacks, as 

investigators revealed that the terrorist associated with the attacks used services at U.S. banks 

to carry out their activities. U.S. fight against money laundering scored a major victory when 

the key provisions of the Levin–Grassley Bill were included in the anti-terrorism bill that 

President Bush signed into Law
44

 on October 26, 2001. 

 In 2000, a dozen large private banks established an international code of best practices 

called the “Wolfsberg Principles” to strengthen their anti-money laundering practices. At the 

end of 2000, the United States issued guidance directing U.S. banks to take additional 

precautions when handling accounts for foreign political figures. In 2001, this guidance was 

made a legal requirements in the anti-terrorism bill. 

 In the United Sates, several major U.S. banks have announced efforts to strengthen 

their anti-money laundering efforts in the correspondent banking field, and the New York 

Clearing House Association, composed of a dozen of the Largest U.S. Correspondent banks, 

Launched an effort to develope a code of best practices for the industry. In 2001, as part of 

the anti-terrorism bill, a number of new correspondent banking provisions were put into law 

to reduce U.S. vulnerablility to money laundering. 

 The U.S. General Accounting office have identified of gaps and inadequacies in the 

anti-money laundering efforts in the U.S. Securities industry. among other problems, the 

report found that thousands of U.S. securities firms did not have even basic anti-money 

laundering programms in 2002, and to begin reporting any suspicious activity to U.S. Law 

enforcement. The new law will significantly strengthen efforts to stop terrorists and other 

criminals from trying to use U.S. securities firms to hide their dirty money or to move funds 

to operatives in the United States. 
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 In 2002, the U.S. Treasury Department has issued the regulations required by the 

Anti-Terrorism Bill to strengthen U.S. Anti- Money Laundering safeguards. 

 Banking Industry and Money Laundering : 

One of the biggest difficulties banks face is deciding which money they can Legitimately 

handle, and which represent dirty money‟ indicated by law. There are certain facilities of the 

banking industry that are increasingly used by criminals during various phases of money 

laundering. They are ––––– 

a) Use of Wire Transfers. 

b) Use of Conduit Accounts. 

c) Use of Correspondent Accounts. 

d)   Cyber Banking. 

e)          The Banking Services in the Cayman Islands. 

f)          Gold in Money Laundering. 

Canada’s Strategy to combat Money Laundering : 

In 2000, the federal government launched the National initiative to combat Money 

Laundering to bring Canada‟s efforts into line with international standards. 

Parliament will review the proceeds of crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing 

Act and the Anti-Terrorism Act and their administration beginning in late 2004. 

Highlights 
45

: 

 Respect the privacy rights of Canadians ; 

 Provide high quality financial intelligence informations and analysis to assist law 

enforcement agencies ; 

 Address the particular difficulties posed by terrorism financing, 
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 Obtain the compliance of financial institutions with the reporting requirements. 

 Create effective working relationship between agencies departments and stokeholders, 

and  

 Develop measures to assess the effectiveness of the initiative. 

Status of India : 

Illegal movies which are laundered through the system of Hawala are mostly gained from 

prostitution, drug  trafficking, terrorism, arms dealings and etc. And under present situations 

the under world channels the unclean money through hawala, real-estate investments, match 

fixing and film-financing
46

. 

During the year 1999 the Government of India recovered and seiged Rs. 4.9 Crores of Indian 

Currencies and Rs. 0.9 Crores of foreign currency from money laundering cases. And as per 

Enforcement Directorate under FERA 
47

 the authorities imposed fines of Rs. 14.3 Crores of 

which fines realise were Rs. 46.7 Crores. But the resisting regulations of Foreign Exchange 

Regulation Act, 1973 (FERA) were not competent enough to fight against this Parallel 

banking system. 

As a result „The Prevention of Money Laundering Bill Act, 1999‟ was enacted and 

implemented. And it classifies the offense of „money laundering‟ as  

 Concealing or aiding in the concealment of the proceeds of crime. 
48

 

 Acquiring, possessing, owning or transferring any proceeds of crime ; 

 Knowingly entering into any transaction which is directly or indirectly realted to proceeds 

of crime. 

Conclusion : 

In Law enforcement investigations into organized criminal activity, it is often the connections 

made through financial transaction records that allow hidden assets to be located and that 

establish the identity of the criminals and the criminal organisations responsible. When 

criminal funds are derived from robbery, embezzlement, extortion, fraud etc, a money 
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laundering investments is frequently the only way to locate the stolen funds and restore them 

to the victims. Mostly importantly, however targeting the money laundering aspect of 

criminal activity and depriving the criminal of his-ill-gotten gains means hitting him where 

he is vulnerable without a usable profit, the criminal activity will not continue. 

International organisations such as the United Nations  or the Bank for the International 

Settlements,  took some initial steps at the end of the 1980s to address the money laundering 

problem. After the creation of the FATF in 1989, regional groupings ––– (the European 

Union, Council of Europe,  Organisation of American States,  to name just a few) established 

anti-money laundering standards for their member countries. The Caribbean, Asia, Europe 

and Southern Africa  have created regional anti-money laundering task force-like 

organisations, and similar groupings are planned for Western Africa and Latin America in the 

coming years. 

Governments of every land should provide the necessary legal or regulatory tools to the 

authorities charged with combating the crime. These tools include making the act of money 

laundering a crime, empowers investigative agencies the authority to trace, seize and 

ultimately confiscate criminally derived assets, and building the necessary framework for 

permitting the agencies involved to exchange information among themselves and with 

counter parts in other countries. 

Government should bring Law enforcement and financial regulatory authorities together with 

the private sector to enable financial institutions to paly a role in dealing with the problems. 

This means among other things, involving the relevant authorities in establishing financial 

transactions reporting systems, customers identifications, record keeping standards and a 

means for verifying compliance. 

Every national systems must be flexible enough to be able to extend countermeasures to new 

areas of its own economy. Each and ever national government need to work with other 

jurisdictions to ensure that launderers are not able to continue to operate merely by moving to 

another location in which laundering is tolerated. 

Large-scale money laundering schemes invariably contain, border elements. Since money 

laundering is an international problem, international co-operation is a critical necessary in the 

fight against it. A number of initiatives have been established for dealing with the crime at 

the international level. 
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Most nations became conscious regarding the pernicious effects of money laundering only 

during 1970s and thereafter. During this period, they passed the relevant laws, rules and 

regulations to directly tackle the menace of money laundering. The principals and structures 

followed by the Laws, rules, regulations and enforcement agencies of other nations in the 

respect are broadly similar to that of the U.S. 

  Every financial institution must file a Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) if it 

knows, suspects or has reason to suspect that a transaction or a series of transactions involves 

illegally derived funds, is designed to evade BSA requirements, or has no business or 

apparent lawful purpose. The institution enjoys a „safe harbour‟ from civil liability for any 

disclosure contained in SAR. 

  A financial institution must file a Currency Transactions Report (CTR) : 

for each deposit, withdrawal, currency exchange or other payment or transfer exceeding $ 

10,000 conducted by or through it. The CTR gives basic information that who conducted the 

transactions, on whose behalf, the amount, the description of the transaction, and where it 

originated and was destined. 

  A Currency or Monetary Instrument Report (CMIR) must be filled by all 

persons physically transporting currency or monitory instruments exceeding $10,000 across 

national border and by all persons receiving a cross border shipment of currency / monitory 

instruments exceeding $ 10,000 for a which a CMIR has not been filled. Failure to file CMIR 

can lead to seizure of the impugned funds. 

 

 

 

 


